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Unit: 1 – Family and Friends 
 

Unit 1                                                     Lesson: 1+2                                           S.B. (P: 3+4)  
 

 

Vocabulary 
 

A) - Choose the correct word from a, b, c and d: 
             

1. David had a fatal accident; he will be in a / an………………………for the rest of his life.  
a) hip                   b) operation                      c) wheelchair      d) Inuit 
    

2. Hassan's …………………………had to be x-rayed to see if it was forming properly. 
a) Inuit                 b) hip                              c) source                d) attic 
   

3. My mum will travel to London to have a / an ……………………….… on her back. 
a) adventure       b) operation                   c) quad bike                d) pitch 
  

4. It's really important to ……………………… the amount of fat in your diet. 
a) run                 b) excel                         c) limit                         d) recite 
  

5. …………………….…..people face many difficulties like walking, running and riding horses. 
a) Temporary            b) Physically challenged           c- Eco-friendly     d- Spacious 
 

B) – Fill in the spaces with the suitable word(s) from the list: 
 

(operations - temporary -   wheelchair - hip - limit -   physically challenged) 

1. My father is a surgeon, so he has to do ……………..…….….every day for different patients.  

2. The old lady fell off the ladder and broke her…………………….…… , so she needs surgery.  
 

3. Sam spent the last ten years of his life in a/an …………………………. after the accident.  

4. Parents should……………………….their children's use of social media.  

5. Reem was born……………………………………. ; we should help and support her. 

*************************************************** *********************** 

 

  

Word Meaning  Word Meaning 

hip (n.)  limit (v.)  

operation (n.)  physically challenged (adj.)  

wheelchair (n.)    
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Grammar 
Apostrophe ('s) ( ' ) 

 

A) Choose the correct answer from a, b, c and d: 
 

1. The ……………………office is over there. They will be in there. 
a) teacher                          b) teachers                        c) teacher's                       d) teachers' 
 

2. This is my…………………… new car. He bought it a week ago. 
a) father                            b) father’s                         c) fathers                          d) fathers'    
 

3. This is my ……………………iPad. They use it on weekends.  
a) sister's                          b) sisters                            c) sister                             d) sisters' 
 

4. The ……………………….room is upstairs.  
a) childrens'                      b) children's                     c) childrens                       d) children  
 

5. The …………………..mother is happy with them because they got high marks.  
a) girls                              b) girl's                              c) girls'                               d) girl 
 

6. I think art is very important for…………………….life.  
a) people                          b) peoples'                          c) people's                         d) peoples  
 

7. Our ……………………………toys are everywhere! 
a) childrens                      b) children's                     c) children                         d) childrens'   
 

8. We are having a party at …………………….. house. 
a) John's                          b) John                              c) Johns'                             d) Johns   
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Supply the missing contractions: 

1. is  = ……………………………. 6. will not = ……………………… 
2. am = ……………………………  7. we would =  ……………...…… 

3. are = ……………………………  8. you have = ……………………  

4. cannot = ………………………  9. has not = ………………………  
5. It is / It has = ………………… 10. have not = ……………...…… 

 

*************************************************** *********************** 

Unit 1                                                     Lesson: 3 + 4                                        S.B. (P: 5+6)  
 

 

 

 
 

 

Vocabulary 
 

A) - Choose the correct word from a, b, c and d: 
 

1. I can recommend the chicken in mushroom sauce - it's ………………………. 
a) tasteless                      b) delicious                        c) smelly                      d) temporary  
 

2. My grandfather used to tell us about his …………………. as a sea captain during the war. 
a) hips                            b) wheelchairs                   c) attics                       d) adventures  
 

3. In her new book, Dana talks about her………………….. in the Amazon jungle. 
a) hips                            b) wheelchairs                   c) attics                       d) adventures  
 

4. The …………………. smell of freshly-made coffee came from the kitchen. 
a) tasteless                      b) delicious                        c) smelly                      d) temporary  
 
*************************************************** *********************** 

 
 
 

Word Meaning 

delicious (adj.)  

adventure (n.)  
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Grammar  

have got / has got  
 

 

Supply with (have got) or (has got): 
 

1. Samer………………… a nice jacket. 
 

2. I …………………… a new car. 
 

3. Mum…………………. an expensive laptop. 
 

4. The students……………………. many books. 
 

5. We…………….……..a big house. 

6. The cat………….………..a long tail. 
 

7. Kuwait…………..…….oil reserves. 
 

8. Sharks…………..………..sharp teeth. 
 

9. Omar……………..….. much money. 
 

10. Cars…………….………four wheels.  
 
 

so / neither 
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Choose the correct answers from a, b, c and d: 
 

1. I have got a nice collection of English stories. 
a) so I have                     b) neither have I                 c) so have I                   d) I have so  
 

2. Sami hasn't got any new projects. 
a) neither has Ali           b) so has Ali                        c) neither Ali has          d) so Ali has  
 

3. I can't play the piano. 
a) so can I                       b) neither can I                  c) neither I can              d) neither do I 
 

4. Lucy will  come early tomorrow.  
a) neither will I              b) so will I                           c) neither am I              d) so am I   
 

5. I'm not going to take part in the race anymore.  
a) neither am I               b) so am I                           c) neither I am               d) so I am  
 

6. Majid hasn't finished his work and………………………...  
a) so have I                     b) I have                             c) neither have I            d) so do I 
 

7. My mother has arrived home early and .……………………..… 
a) I have                          b) so have I                       c) so do I                     d) neither have I 
 

8. You haven't got an iPad and…………………………. 
a) I have                         b) so have I                       c) so do I                      d) neither have I 
 

Do as shown in brackets: 
 

1. Dana has got a new leather handbag.                                                          (Make negative) 
 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 
 

2. Fahad and I have got drums at home.                                                          (Make negative)  
 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 
 

3. My little brother has got two teeth.                                                             (Ask a question) 
  

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 
 

4. They have got phones in their pockets.                                                       (Ask a question) 
 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 
 

5. Yes, I have got blue eyes.                                                                            (Ask a question) 
 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 
 

6. No, Ahmed hasn't got a pencil today.                                                         (Ask a question) 
 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 
 
*************************************************** *********************** 
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Unit 1                                                     Lesson: 5+6                                           S.B. (P: 7+8)  
 

 

Vocabulary 
 

A) - Choose the correct word from a, b, c and d: 
 

1. Mum keeps all her old things and pictures in the …………………………. in a wooden box. 
a) source                     b) Inuit                         c) attic                              d) hip     
 

2. The kitchen is ………………… enough for five people to sit around the table comfortably. 
a) spacious                 b) temporary               c) eco-friendly                 d) delicious  
 

3. These pills should give you …………relief from the pain, just until you can get to a dentist. 
a) spacious                 b) temporary               c) eco-friendly                 d) delicious  
 
4. The ……………are the native American people who live in North America and Greenland. 
a) source                     b) Inuit                         c) attic                              d) hip     
 

5. Art books are expensive to produce, ………………….. if they contain colour illustrations. 
a) especially              b) soundly                      c) finally                          d) suddenly 
 

6. Instead of plastic bags, she takes a / an ………………………….. reusable canvas bag.  
a) spacious                 b) temporary               c) eco-friendly                 d) delicious  
 
 
 
 

B) – Fill in the spaces with words from the list: 
 

(temporary – spacious – eco-friendly – especially – source – against) 
 

1. White blood cells help defend the body …………….……………. infections.  
 

2. Dodge RAM is a / an………………………….car and a good choice to carry your equipment. 
 

3. The injection provides a / an ………………………..……..delay from the pain. 
 

4. Millions of wild flowers colour the valleys, …………………………… in April and May. 
 

5. In times of stress, food can be a great ………………………… of comfort. 
 

6. Using the power of the sun is a / an …………………………..way to get electricity. 
 
*************************************************** *********************** 
 
 

Word Meaning  Word Meaning 

attic (n.)  especially (adv.)  

spacious (adj.)  against (perp.)  

temporary (adj.)  eco-friendly (adj .)  

Inuit (n.)   source (n.)  
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Reading Comprehension 
 

Read the following passage and then do the tasks below: 
 

           Children and adults are alike. They enjoy flying a kite on a windy day. However, kites  
are not always the bright and pretty toys we think of today. Kites started as tools for war. The 
Chinese flew kites around 3,000 years ago. They used them to get information and send 
messages. 
           Since then, kites have become more than just pieces of flying art. They have played 
significant roles in discoveries. Perhaps the best-known use of a kite was in a scientific 
experiment described by Benjamin Franklin in 1752. Franklin hoped to prove the connection 
between lightning and electricity. Another important use of kites was by the Wright brothers 
in the early 1900s. They used kites to test their ideas about flying, which helped them invent 
the world’s first aeroplane. 
          Even now, kites are still an essential part of religious and cultural celebrations, and they 
have become a part of festivals around the world. The planes that allow us to travel worldwide 
have all descended from the simple kite. They all have the same basic idea. 
 

A) - From a, b, c and d, choose the correct answer:  


1. The best title for the passage is……………………………             
                 a) A windy day                                         b) The History of Kites       
                 c) Scientific Experiments                         d) Religious Celebration  
 
2. The meaning of the underlined word "descended" in the 3rd paragraph is………………….. 
a) flew                       b) came                      c) helped                           d) enjoyed 
 
3. The underlined pronoun "They"  in the 1st paragraph refers to ………….…………… 
a) tools                      b) years                      c) kites                            d) the Chinese 
 

4. Franklin used kites in 1752…………………………….. 
a) because they are bright and pretty toys. 
b) because kites are an important part of religious celebration 
c) to prove the connection between lightning and electricity.   
d) to test his ideas about flying and invent the world’s first aeroplane. 
 

5. According to the passage, all the following sentences are TRUE except……………………..  
a) Kites helped to invent cars.             
b) Kites were first used as tools for war. 
c) Kites are used in scientific experiments  
d) Kites are used in some cultural celebrations. 
 

6. The writer's purpose of the passage is to:…………………………. 
a) advise us to buy kites for children.         
b) suggest new ways to celebrate a festival. 
c) encourage the readers to use kites in the festivals.   
d) tell the readers some information about kites. 
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B) - Answer the following questions: 
 

7. When did the Chinese fly kites?  
 

  …………….…………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 

………………………………………………………………………..………………………………………..  
 

8. How are the planes similar to kites? 
 

…………….…………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 

………………………………………………………………………..………………………………………..  
 
*************************************************** *********************** 
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Writing 
 

Plan and write an article of (8 sentences) about ''Handicapped People'' explaining the 
problems they face and how we can help them.  
 

You can use the following guide words: 
 

(injured / wheelchairs / difficult / strange way / laugh / help / love)  
 

Plan your topic here 

 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
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Writing 
 

Plan and write an article of (8 sentences) about ''Houses''  comparing houses in the past to 
those of nowadays.   
 

You can use the following guide words: 
 

(rest – very small – mud – electricity – spacious – modern – rooms – air conditioners)  
 

Plan your topic here 
 

 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
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Unit: 2 – Sports & Activities 
 

Unit 2                                                         Lesson 1                                                 S.B. (P: 9)  
 

 

 

 
 
 

Vocabulary 
 

A) - Choose the correct word from a, b, c and d: 
 

1. This experiment can be performed using the ………………………. shown in the diagram. 
a) hip                        b) operation                        c) equipment                   d) wheelchair 
 

2. If you compare house prices in these areas, it's ……………. amazing how different they are. 
a) quite                    b) especially                         c) finally                          d) soundly  
 

3. The film was ………………………. good, but the book was much better. 
a) quite                    b) especially                         c) finally                          d) soundly  
 

4. Can you help me load the camping ……………………. into the boot of the car, please? 
a) hip                        b) operation                        c) equipment                   d) wheelchair 
 

*************************************************** *********************** 
Unit 2                                                        Lesson 2                                                S.B. (P: 10)  
 

 

 

 
 
 

 

Vocabulary 
 

A) - Choose the correct word from a, b, c and d: 
 

1. Ramos was taken to hospital after his injury on the ……………………. 
a) wheelchair                      b) referee                    c) pitch                        d) equipment 
 

2. The England team failed to …………………… the winning goal against Italy on Saturday. 
a) score                               b) limit                         c) follow                      d) hold  
 
3. ……………………….. have been told to penalize players who deliberately waste time. 
a) Pitches                           b) Referees                   c) Equipment              d) Attics  
 
B) - Fill in the spaces with the suitable word(s) from the list: 
 

(pitch – quite – referee – scored) 
  

1. Ronaldo was sent off the game for arguing with the…………..…………. 

Word Meaning 

equipment (n.)  

quite (adv.)  

Word Meaning 

pitch (n.)  

score (v.)  

referee (n.)  
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2. Great cheers went up when Messi ……………………….. in the final minute of the game. 
 

3. Unfortunately, the match was cancelled because of a waterlogged ………………………….. 
 

*************************************************** *********************** 

Grammar  
 

Present Simple Tense 

 

 
 

the correct answer(s) from a, b, c and d:Choose  –A)  
 

1. Reem never ……………………………. on the school walls. 
a) write    b) writes    c) wrote    d) writing 
 

2. Ali always …………………………. his grandparents at the weekend. 
a) visiting    b) visit    c) will visit    d) visits 
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3. We usually ………………….…….. messages to our friends. 
a) send    b) sends    c) sending    d) will send  
 

4. My father sometimes ………………..……… me with my homework. 
a) help    b) helps    c) helped    d) helping 
 

5. Hamad ………………………….. his teeth before sleeping. 
a) brushes   b) brushed   c) brush   d) brushing 
 

6. Seif ………………………….. the piano every Monday. 
a) played   b) play   c) playing   d) plays 
 

7. Aseel usually ………………………….. messages to her cousin, Dana.  
a) send                             b) sent                             c) sends                             d) sending  
 

8. The sun ………………… in the east. 
a) rise            b) rising   c) rose    d) rises 
 

9. I always ………..………….. my school bag in the evening. 
a) packs            b) pack   c) packed            d) packing 
 

10. A magnet……………………iron filings. 
a) attracts                        b) attracting                   c) attracted                      d) attract  
 

Do as required in brackets: –B)  
 

1. My father usually………………….…. (give) me pocket money at the weekend.      (Correct)  
 

2. A good student always ……………………….…… (revise) his lessons regularly.     (Correct) 
 

3. Saleh always…………………………………… (go) to the club in the evening.           (Correct) 
 

4. This boy over there usually ……………………………. (come) by bus.                     (Correct) 
 

5. My mother often ……………………………… (cook) fish every Friday.                   (Correct) 
 

6. Dana never …………………………. (do) her homework in the class.                       (Correct) 
 

7. I sometimes …………………………….. (write)  emails to my friends.                     (Correct) 
 

8. Sara wears a new dress for the wedding party.     
                                       

a) ………………………………………………………………………………………….     (Make negative) 
 

b) ……………………………………………………………………………………..……     (Ask a question) 
 

9. Yes, Lamees started her journey in 2018.                                               (Ask a question) 
 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..……  
 

 

10. My father goes to work on Fridays. 
 

a) ………………………………………………………………………………………….     (Make negative) 
 

b) ……………………………………………………………………………………..……     (Ask a question)
  

11. My friends visit me every weekend.    
 

a) ………………………………………………………………………………………….     (Make negative) 
 

b) ……………………………………………………………………………………..……     (Ask a question) 
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Unit 2                                                       Lesson 3                                                 S.B. (P: 11)  
 

 

Vocabulary 
 

A) - Choose the correct word from a, b, c and d: 
 

1. My friends and I like to ……………………………in the sea. It's really a nice water sport.   
a) waterski       b) throw      c) limit                  d) score 
 

2. To throw the……………………….as far as possible, you need to have strong arms. 
a) wheelchair                      b) referee                       c) pitch                            d) javelin  
 

3. It's a pity that Salim fell off the……………………..and broke his hip.  
a) javelin                             b) quad bike                  c) referee                        d) operation  
 

4. Some people like to ………………………..in the sea to watch coloured fish and coral reefs.  
a) snorkel      b) score                  c) excel         d) limit 
 
B) - Fill in the spaces with the suitable word(s) from the list: 
 
 

(quad bike – snorkel – equipment – javelin – waterski) 
 
 

1. When I go camping, I enjoy my time riding the……………………… 
 

2. It is actually easier to ……..…………….. at faster speeds because it provides more stability. 
 

3. A short excursion to the island will allow you to swim with dolphins and …………………... 
 

4. Couch Adel taught us how to throw the ……………………….. almost 100 metres. 
 
*************************************************** *********************** 

 
 
 

 

 
 

 
 
 

Word Meaning  Word Meaning 

waterski (v.)  quad bike (n.)  

javelin (n.)   snorkel (v.)  
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Grammar  
 

 
   

 
 

I can ………………………………………...           /      I can……………….…………...…..…………. 

I can’t ………………………………………             /        I can’t ……………………….……………….. 

Ask a question: 
 

1. ………………………………………………….………………….… ? 
Yes, I can waterski.  
 

2. ………………………………………………….………………….… ? 
No, I can’t play golf. 
 

*************************************************** *********************** 

Connectors  

(and  /  but  /  or  /  also) 

  
 

What can you do? 
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Choose the correct answer from a, b, c and d: 
 

1. Fahad is very rich, ……………………. he lives in a small house. 
a) and                               b) but                               c) or                             d) also  
 

2. I like English, …………………….... I don't like Maths. 
a) and                               b) but                               c) or                             d) also  
 

3. Sonia never cleans ………………………… even offers to wash the dishes. 
a) and                               b) but                               c) or                             d) also  
 

4. Ali went to the Avenues………………………….. bought a t-shirt. 
a) and                               b) but                               c) or                             d) also  
 

 

5. I don't like fish ………………..……… vegetables. 
a) and                               b) but                               c) or                             d) also  
 

6. Fahad, Hamad ………………….. Ali are working on their project now. 
a) and                               b) but                               c) or                             d) also  
 

7. It’s very humid. ………………………… , you can easily get sunburnt. 
a) And                             b) But                               c) Or                             d) Also  
 

8. She's fluent in French and German. She ………………………… speaks a little Italian. 
a) and                               b) but                               c) or                             d) also  
 

9. David plays the guitar ……………………. sings folk songs. 
a) and                               b) but                               c) or                             d) also  
 

10. She works very hard but she ………………….. goes to the gym every week. 
a) and                               b) but                               c) or                             d) also  
 

*************************************************** *********************** 
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Gerund (-ing) 
 
 
 

• I enjoy reading stories. 
• Dana is interested in learning a new language. 
• We were keen on playing together.  

 
Correct the verbs in brackets: 
 

1. Ahmed is keen on …………………………… (cycle). 
 

2. I wasn't too keen on ……………………. (go) to the party. 
 

3. Anyone interested in ………………………. (join)  the club should contact us. 
 

4. Omar is interested in …………….……….. (start) his own business. 
 

5. We enjoy ……………….……….. (watch) football matches on TV. 
 

6. Lina enjoys ……………………… (meet) people and seeing new places.  
 

*************************************************** *********************** 
 
Unit 2                                                       Lesson 4                                           S.B. (P: 13+14)  
 

 

Vocabulary 
 

A) - Choose the correct word from a, b, c and d: 
 

1. The building was ………….………used as a bank, but now it is used as a restaurant. 
a) quite                        b) initially                        c) especially                     d) carefully 
 

2. At the International School, they have pupils of 46 different …………………………..  
a) referees                 b) hips                              c) rivals                           d) nationalities  
 

3. …………………… has become popular around the world; it changes disabled people's lives. 
a) Potential                b) Equipment                   c) Rival                            d) Para-sport  
 

4. …………………… attempts have been made to hide the truth. 
a) Numerous             b) Delicious                       c) Spacious                      d) Eco-friendly 
 

5. We need to find new ways to help students realize their …………………….  
a) rivals                    b) wheelchairs                   c) potential                      d) referees  
 

Word Meaning  Word Meaning 

nationality (n.)  initially (adv.)  

para-sport (n.)   excel at / in (v.)  

numerous (adj.)   rival (n.)  

potential (n.)     

enjoy + ing 
 

interested in + ing 
 

keen on + ing 
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6. Many parents put too much pressure on their children to ……………………….. at school. 
a) limit                      b) excel                              c) snorkel                         d) waterski 
 
7. These two men were bitter ………………………. throughout their careers. 
a) rivals                    b) wheelchairs                   c) potential                      d) javelins  
 
B) – Choose the correct answers from a, b, c and d:  
 

(para-sports – numerous – initially – potential – excelled – nationalities – rival )  
 

1. Marlowe was Shakespeare's main …………………………… at the beginning of his career. 
 

2. He has the …………………………….. to become a world-class musician. 
 

3. New York City is home to people of many…………………………... 
 

4. We watched three different ……...…….…….. , but my favourite was the wheelchair basketball. 
 

5. The ……………………….. awards on the walls bear witness to his great success. 
 

6. He played trumpet ………………….., but switched to the piano when he was in his twenties. 
 
*************************************************** *********************** 
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Reading Comprehension 
 

Read the following passage and then do the tasks below: 
 

           Max reads more than anyone he knows. He loves to read books during his free time. 
His friends laugh at him because he would rather read than play video games, but his parents 
and his teachers are proud of him. They say reading is important, and it will help him learn 
about the world around him.  
 

          One day, Max was reading a magazine article about volcanoes. He told his friends all 
about volcanoes and what causes them to erupt and send fire and smoke. The very next week, 
his class was assigned a science project about volcanoes. Guess who everyone wanted in their 
project group? Max ended up being in a group with Tim, Hank and Josh. The project was to 
create a poster with information about volcanoes and to build a volcano model. So, the group 
went to the library to look for more information about volcanoes. They met at Hank's house 
that night to organize the information and decide what they wanted to put on the poster board. 
They all asked Max what he thought was most important. 
 

        The next night, they met at Josh’s house to build their volcano. They used cardboard and 
modeling clay. The volcano looked great. Max, Tim, Hank and Josh were very proud of their 
hard work. When they turned in their project, their teacher was proud too. Thanks to Max’s 
good habit, they earned an A+ on both parts of the project. 
 
A) – Choose the correct answers from a, b, c and d: 
 

1. Which of the following is the best title for this passage? 
a) A Volcano Model 
b) Max's Good Habit 
c) A Magazine Article  
d) Reading Adventure Books  
 
2. The underlined word "erupt"  in the 2nd paragraph means……………………….. 
a) explode 
b) build 
c) create 
d) guess 
 
3. The underlined pronoun "They"  refers to……………………… 
a) friends 
b) books 
c) video games 
d) parents and teachers 
 
4. Who wanted Max in their project group? 
a) everyone 
b) his parents 
c) his teacher 
d) no one  
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5. According to the passage, on the second night, the group met at: ……………………….. 
a) the school 
b) the library 
c) Josh's house 
d) Hank's house 
 
6. The writer's main purpose of writing this passage is to: ……………………………. 
a) show the importance of reading. 
b) tell us how to do a science project. 
c) give information about volcanoes. 
d) explain the steps of making a volcano model. 
 
B) – Answer the following questions: 
 

7. Why is reading important for Max? 
 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 
 
8. What two parts should they do for the volcano project? 
 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 
 
*************************************************** *********************** 
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Writing 
 

Plan and write an article of (8 sentences) about Cave Diving talking about the things you 
need and how you can be a good cave diver. 
 

You can use the following guide words: 
 

(dangerous – equipment – blue line – good teacher – listen – hold – follow)  
 

Plan your topic here 
 

 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
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Unit: 3 – School Life 
 

Unit 3                                                         Lesson 1                                               S.B. (P: 15)  
 

 

 

Vocabulary 
 

A) - Choose the correct word from a, b, c and d: 
 

1. I always see Mr. Karl eating his lunch by himself in the ……………………... 
a) referee                    b) canteen                        c) leisure                         d) javelin  

 

 

2. Many …………………… shops will be forced to close if Lulu Hypermarket is built here.  
a) delicious                b) numerous                     c) eco-friendly                d) local  
 

3. In this area, most of the population ……………………….. on fishing for their income. 
a) score                      b) waterski                        c) snorkel                       d) depend  
 

4. Many people have little time after work for …………………… activities. 
a) leisure                   b) wheelchair                    c) referee                        d) nationality  
 

5. ……………………… , I think their marriage won’t last. 
a) Especially             b) Quite                            c) Personally                    d) Initially  
 
 
B) – Choose the correct answers from a, b, c and d: 
 

(personally – leisure – local – numerous – canteen – depends on) 
 

1. The students disagree with the college over the price of food in the ………..……………... 
 

2. The money will enable us to upgrade the town's …………………………….. facilities. 
 

3. Whether or not we go to Mexico for our holiday ………………………………the cost. 
 

4. ………………………….. , I think the show is going to be a great success. 
 

5. This food is freshly-cooked using …………………..…. ingredients. 
 

*************************************************** *********************** 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Word Meaning  Word Meaning 

canteen (n.)  leisure (n.)  

local (adj.)   personally (adv.)  

depend on (v.)     
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Grammar  
Present Continuous Tense 

 
 

 
Choose the correct answers from a, b, c and d: 
 

1. Rami………………………………..on the phone right now. 
a) am talking                      b) talks                            c) is talking                       d) talked  
 

2. Two men……………………..for you at the door now. 
a) waited                            b) are waiting                   c) is waiting                      d) waits  
 

3. They ………………………… lunch at the moment; try not to disturb them. 
a) is having                        b) had                                 c) has                                 d) are having 
 

4. Look! Someone………………………..us. Hurry up! 
a) is following                   b) follow                            c) are following                d) followed 
 

5. Listen! Dana…………………….quietly. 
a) sings                             b) are singing                     c) is singing                      d) sang   
 
Correct the verbs in brackets: 
 

1. Dana………………………..………… (sleep) soundly now because she's exhausted. 
 

2. My kids………………………………. (play) golf at the moment with their cousins. 
 

3. Now, I……………………………….………. (read) a book about the history of Islam.  
 

4. Tom usually plays tennis, but today he………………………… (work) on his project. 
 

5. Sami is at home. He ……………………………. (write)  an email to his boss.  
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Put the verbs into the correct tense using Present Simple or Present Continuous: 
 

             Harold Black is a famous pianist. He………………...…….. (give) two or three concerts  
 

every week. He ………………………...…….. (travel) a lot and this week he's in New York. He  
 

………………...…….. (stay) at an expensive hotel. He's at his hotel now. He……………….……..   
 

(have) his breakfast in the dining room. He………………...…….. (drink)  a cup of coffee and  
 

he………………...…….. (read) a newspaper. Harold's always very busy. He……………...……..   
 

(play) the piano regularly. He………………...……..  (practise) for four hours every day.  
 

He………………...…….. (go) to bed late and he always …………………...…….. (get up) early.  
 

But he sometimes……………..………...…….. (get) dressed too quickly, and this morning  
 

he………………...…….. (wear) one blue sock and one red! 
 

*************************************************** *********************** 
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Unit 3                                                         Lesson 3                                               S.B. (P: 17)  
 

 

 

Vocabulary 
 

A) - Choose the correct word from a, b, c and d: 
 

1. The hotel offers exceptional sporting ………………. , including a 50 metre swimming pool. 
a) chat rooms                        b) facilities                      c) referees                     d) hips  
 

2. The exam results were ………………………… on the bulletin board yesterday. 
a) posted                               b) scored                         c) run                             d) excelled  
 

3. ………………… are used by some companies to allow their employees to communicate 
from multiple locations. 
a) Chat rooms                      b) Facilities                     c) Referees                     d) Hips 
 

4. He tried to ………………….. the restaurant himself, but soon got into financial difficulties. 
a) post                                   b) run                              c) waterski                      d) score   
 

 
B) - Fill in the spaces with the suitable word(s) from the list: 
 

(facilities – post – chat rooms – local – canteen) 
 

1. This is a shop for ……………………….. people; we don't get many outsiders here. 
 

2. The resort has special ………………………….. for welcoming disabled people. 
 

3. More details about the advert will be ………………………. on the website tomorrow. 
 

4. You can't believe all the stories you hear in internet ……………………..……... 
 
 

*************************************************** *********************** 
 

Unit 3                                                         Lesson 4                                               S.B. (P: 18)  
 

 

 

 
 

 

Vocabulary 
 

A) - Choose the correct word from a, b, c and d: 
 

1. They learned ………………….. skills from the local Indian tribe. 
a) survival                      b) canteen                         c) leisure                         d) facility  
 

2. The ………….……….. rate for people who have this form of cancer is now more than 90 %.  
a) chat room                  b) quad bike                     c) equipment                   d) survival  
 

Word Meaning  Word Meaning 

facility (n.)  chat room (n.)  

post (v.)   run (organise) (v.)  

Word Meaning  
 

survival (adj.)  
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Grammar  
Demonstrative Pronouns 

 

This  )ょΑゲホ キゲヘョ( ログワ / やグワ That )ギΒバよ キゲヘョ( マヤゎ / マャク  

 
  

These  Ιぽワ  )ょΑゲホ ノヨィ( ¬  Those  )ギΒバよ ノヨィ( マゃャヱぺ 

 
  

 

Choose the correct answer from a, b, c and d: 
1. I’m really busy……………………..morning. 
a) this                             b) these                             c) that                              d) those  
 

2. ……………………..cake you made last week was delicious. 
a) This                           b) These                             c) That                              d) Those  
 

3. Let me introduce you. Sue, ……………………..is Tom. 
a) this                             b) these                             c) that                              d) those  
 

4. I’m going to take back ……………………..shoes I bought last week. 
a) this                             b) these                             c) that                              d) those  
 

5. Are you going to watch ……………………..DVD with us? 
a) this                             b) these                             c) that                              d) those  
 

6. First, you need to chop up ……………………..tomatoes over there. 
a) this                             b) these                             c) that                              d) those  
 

7. Can you see……………………..plane in the sky? 
a) this                             b) these                             c) that                              d) those  
 

8. ……………………..books right here are mine. Don’t touch them, please! 
a) This                           b) These                            c) That                              d) Those 
 

Do as shown in brackets: 
1. This is my new friend.                                                                                     (Make plural) 
 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 
 

2. That school was opened in 2000.                                                                    (Make plural)  
 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 
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Unit 3                                                         Lesson 5                                              S.B. (P: 19)  
 

 

 

Vocabulary 
 

A) - Choose the correct word from a, b, c and d: 
 

1. The infection was ………………………. caused by swimming in contaminated water. 
a) quite                      b) probably                       c) initially                  d) especially 

2. The Islamic centres help you to …………………….…. and understand the Holy Quran. 
a) score                            b) snorkel                         c) recite                               d) waterski 
 

3. Flying is the most ……………….……… way to travel in such a large country as China. 
a) delicious                      b) spacious                       c) numerous                      d) convenient  
 

4. They plan to hold the Olympics' ………………………. events in another part of the city. 
a) equestrian           b) delicious                       c) lively             d) eco-friendly 
 

5. ………………………… for the course will take place a week before the start of term. 
a) Referee                       b) Potential                     c) Registration                   d) Rival  
 

6. Angela is so cheerful and …..…………….. - she's like a breath of fresh air when she visits. 
a) equestrian           b) delicious                       c) lively             d) eco-friendly 

 
B) – Fill in the spaces with words from the list: 
 

(convenient – registration – equestrian – lively – probably – recite) 
 
1. Students …………………………………starts the first week in September.  
 

2. If you find a path with no obstacles, it ………………….………..doesn't lead anywhere. 
 

3. In the poetry contest, each child has to ……………………….……….. a poem to the class. 
 

4. These days, in rich countries, horses are mainly kept for …………..……………sports. 
 

5. He used his wife's birthday as a / an ……….…………….excuse for not going to the meeting. 
 
*************************************************** *********************** 
 
 
 
 
 

Word Meaning  Word Meaning 

probably (adv.)  equestrian (adj.)  

recite (v.)   registration (n.)  

convenient (adj.)   lively (adj.)  
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Grammar  
Adjectives & Adverbs  

 

 
 
Correct the words in the brackets: 
 

1. Ahmed plays football…………………………….……….….  (good)  
 

2. They ran………………………………...…….. (quick) to school.  
 

3. We should study………………………………..…(hard) for exams. 
 

4. He drives his car ………………………………..…….. (careful) 
 

5. This is a ……………………………..book.  (good).  
 

6. All the children are playing …………………………………….. (happy). 
 

7. I always drive my car…………………….…….. (slow). 
 

8. Ahmad is a …………………………….. (quick) swimmer.   
 

9. It was raining…………………….…….. (heavy) when we went out. 
 

10. She plays the flute ……………..………….. (perfect). 
 
Choose the correct words in brackets: 
 

1. My house was (cheap – cheaply). I bought it (cheap – cheaply). 
 

2. Fahad is a (good – well) singer. He sings (good – well). 
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3. This exercise is (easy – easily). I can solve it (easy – easily). 
 

4. Mike is a (brave – bravely) soldier. He fights (brave – bravely). 
 

5. Mice are (quiet – quietly). They move (quiet – quietly) around the house.  
 

6. Lina is (happy – happily). She is (happy – happily) married.  
 

7. The rain is (heavy – heavily). It is raining (heavy – heavily). 
 

8. Miss Lucy is a (gentle – gently) teacher. She explains the lessons (gentle – gently). 
 

9. Sam is a (loud – loudly) speaker. He always speaks (loud – loudly). 
 

10. Our teacher is (angry – angrily). He is shouting at us (angry – angrily). 
 
*************************************************** *********************** 
 

Reading Comprehension 
 

Read the following passage and then do the tasks below: 
 

 
 

A) – Choose the correct answers from a, b, c and d: 
 

1. The best title of this passage could be………………………….. 
a) The North Pole                                  
b) Water in Our Life 
c) Our Future Life                                 
d) Water in Ice Caps 
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2. The underlined word "process" in the 2nd paragraph means……………………. 
a) seas                         
b) action                            
c) poles                          
d) rain 
 
3. The underlined pronoun "it"  in the 3rd paragraph refers to……………………. 
a) water                     
b) body                            
c) food                            
d) week  
 
4. Water is frozen at the South Pole because……………………. 
a) you lose water when you breathe or sweat. 
b) three-quarters of the planet is covered by water. 
c) it's very cold there. 
d) you can stay for more than a week without food. 
 
5. Water in the ice caps turns back to be…………………….. 
a) salty            
b) sweat                  
c) hot       
d) fresh 
 

6. The writer's purpose of writing this passage is to ………………………….. 
a) explain the ways to save water. 
b) describe the North Pole. 
c) show the importance of water in our life. 
d) tell us how plants grow. 
 

 

B) – Answer the following questions: 
 

7. What do clouds in the sky contain? 
 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 
…………………………………………………………………………………….………………………….. 
 

8. When will the frozen water in the ice caps melt? 
 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 
…………………………………………………………………………………….………………………….. 
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Writing 
 

Plan and write an article of (8 sentences) about Your School Day explaining how you spend 
your day inside your school and outside school. 
 

You can use the following guide words: 
 

(busy / science lab / subjects / learn / break / computer / friends / recite) 

 
 

Plan your topic here 
 

 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
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Unit: 4 – Instructions and Directions 
 

Unit 4                                                       Lesson: 1                                                S.B. (P: 23)  
 

Vocabulary 
 

A) - Choose the correct word from a, b, c and d: 
 

1. You should always read the …………………………. on medicines thoroughly. 
a) envelopes                  b) instructions                     c) canteens                      d) facilities 
 

2. Professional athletes make ……………………. appearances on TV. 
a) spacious                   b) original                            c) equestrian                   d) regular 
 

3. I ……………………… the letter in half and put it in an envelope. 
a) folded                      b) recited                              c) posted                           d) excelled 
 

4. The contract was delivered by special messenger in a sealed …………………….  
a) envelope                  b) instruction                       c) canteen                         d) facility 
 

5. The ………………….……painting of Mona Lisa is located in France.  
a) spacious                   b) original                            c) equestrian                   d) regular 
 
B) – Fill in the spaces with words from the list: 
 

(instructions – envelope – probably – regular – original – fold) 
 

1. The Red Indians are the …………………………….….people who lived in North America. 
 

2. You need to read the …………………………. before you take the medicine. 
 

3. These garden chairs will ………………………….. flat for storage. 
 

4. The teacher opened the sealed ……………………… containing the exam papers. 
 

5. The company holds ……………………. meetings with employees. 
 
*************************************************** *********************** 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Word Meaning  Word Meaning 

instructions (n.)  envelope (n.)  

regular (adj.)  original  (adj.)  

fold (v.)    
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Unit 4                                                       Lesson: 2                                               S.B. (P: 24)  
 

Vocabulary 
 

A) - Choose the correct word from a, b, c and d: 
 

1. The sheets and pillows were …………………….. with lavender water. 
a) recited                      b) scored                             c) sprinkled                       d) folded 
 

2. Some of the poorest farmers don’t have enough money to buy…………..………… 
a) seeds                        b) chat rooms                      c) instructions                   d) envelopes  
 

3. Corn is grown a lot in this area - the …………………….. seems to suit it very well.  
a) envelope                  b) seed                                 c) soil                                 d) pot  
 

4. There's a lot of space in the kitchen cupboard for all your ……………………… and pans. 
a) seeds                       b) pots                             c) instructions                         d) envelopes 
 

B) – Fill in the spaces with words from the list:  
 

(sprinkles – soil – regular – seeds – pot) 
 

1. The chemical will stop all …………………………… from starting to grow. 
 

2. Chef Manal …………………………….. coloured sugar strands all over the cakes. 
 

3. Plants can't survive in a sealed………………………… ; they need air.   
 

4. Studies show that roses grow well in a clay ………………………….  
 

*************************************************** *********************** 
 

Grammar  
 

Sequence Words  
 

 

 

First, 
 

 
 

 

Next, 
 

 
 

 

Then, 
 

 
 

 

After that, 
 

 
 

 

Finally, 
 

 
 

 

Word Meaning  Word Meaning 

sprinkle (v.)  soil (n.)  

seeds (n.)  pot (n.)  
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Complete the following paragraph with sequence words: 
 
 

"How to make a good cup of tea" 
 

           ……………………… , boil some water. …………………..…… , put one teaspoon of tea in  
 

a teapot. ……………………………. , pour the boiling water into the pot and wait for five  
 

minutes. …………………….. , stir the tea and pour it into the cup. Enjoy your cup of tea.  
 

……….………… , you will feel refreshed. 
 

*************************************************** *********************** 
 

Unit 4                                                       Lesson: 3                                               S.B. (P: 25)  
 
 

 

 

Vocabulary 
 

 

A) - Choose the correct word from a, b, c and d: 
 

1. We have to wait outside in the …………………….. until our names are called. 
a) pot                             b) seed                          c) corridor                       d) librarian 
 

2. Jack worked as a ………………………… before switching to journalism. 
a) pot                             b) seed                          c) corridor                       d) librarian 
 

3. The best option would be to cancel the trip ……………………... 
a) altogether                 b) probably                  c) personally                   d) initially  
 
B) – Fill in the spaces with words from the list: 
 

(seeds – altogether – librarian – corridor) 
 

1. There's a connecting ……………….……… between the buildings. 
 

2. Cars are useful, but their impact on the environment is another matter…………….………... 
 

3. I was fined by the …………..……………for not returning the books on time. 
 

*************************************************** *********************** 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Word Meaning  Word Meaning 

corridor (n.)  altogether (adv.)  

librarian (n.)    
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Grammar  
 

Imperatives 
 

 
• Give me that book! 
• Clean your room! 
• Don’t touch that! 
• Don't  open the widow!  

 

Choose the correct answers from a, b, c and d: 
 

1. If you want to get to the bakery, …………………straight on and turn left. 
a) going                          b) went                               c) gone                              d) go  
 

2. ……………………….the dog for a walk, please.  
a) Take                           b) Taking                           c) Took                            d) Taken  
 

3. ……………………..me alone; I'm working on the science project. 
a) Leaving                      b) Left                                c) Leave                           d) Leaves    
 

4. If  you want to go to the bank, ………………… the second right. 
a) take                            b) taking                             c) takes                            d) took   
 
Do as shown in brackets: 
 

1. Talk in the class.                                                                                       (Make negative)  
 

………………………………………………………………………………………………..………………… 
 

2. Don't ……………………. (smokes)! It's bad for health.                                 (Correct) 
 

3. Always ………………………….your hands before eating.             (Add an imperative verb) 
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Unit 4                                                       Lesson: 4                                               S.B. (P: 26)  
 

 

Vocabulary 
 

 

A) - Choose the correct word from a, b, c and d: 
 

1. The Greek islands are a favourite ………………… for people who enjoy the sun and the sea. 
a) route                      b) liberation                      c) destination                     d) seed 
 

2. To reach your destination, you have to follow the ………………………….on the map. 
a) wheelchair     b) route                            c) javelin                   d) quad bike 
 

3. The speech praised those who showed courage in the ……………………. of their country. 
a) route                      b) liberation                      c) destination                     d) seed 
 

4. The climbers tried to find a new ………………………. to the top of the mountain. 
a) route                      b) liberation                      c) destination                     d) seed 
 

5. The flight stops at Hong Kong before going on to its final …………………………. 
a) route                      b) liberation                      c) destination                     d) seed 
 

*************************************************** *********************** 

Grammar  
 

Prepositions of Place 

 
 
 

Word Meaning  Word Meaning 

liberation (n.)  destination (n.)  

route (n.)    
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Choose the correct answer from a, b, c and d: 
 

1. Dana always puts the key …………………….the doormat. 
a) between                       b) behind                      c) under                             d) in 
 

2. He put his hands ………………………his back. 
a) behind                         b) under                        c) next to                            d) between  
 

3. I really wish you would stop throwing your dirty clothes …………………. the floor. 
a) in                                 b) behind                      c) on                                   d) next to  
 

4. I’m waiting for my friend ……………………….. her house. 
a) under                         b) in front of                  c) on                                   d) in  
 

5. We are playing a game – I'm hiding……………………….the door.  
a) on                               b) under                         c) behind                           d) in the center  
 

6. I like sitting ……………………….. my mum and my dad on the sofa. 
a) between                     b) under                        c) behind                           d) east  
 

7. I turned to speak to the person standing ………………………….. me. 
a) between                     b) under                        c) behind                           d) east 
 
8. Don't come too ………………………….. me - you might catch my cold.  
a) under                         b) near                           c) in                                  d) between  
 

9. The people sitting …………………….. us looked very familiar.  
a) in                               b) in the center               c) opposite                      d) under 
 

10. There was an enormous oak table ………………………… of the room. 
a) in the center            b) under                          c) between                      d) behind  
 
11. Al Wafra is located a few miles to the…………………of Kuwait. 
a) opposite                   b) near                            c) under                           d) south 
 
12. Most of the country's population is concentrated in the ……………………. 
a) north                       b) between                      c) under                            d) near  
 
13. According to the map, the village lies about ten kilometres to the ………………….of here. 
a) opposite                  b) under                          c) behind                          d) east  
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Unit 4                                                       Lesson: 5                                               S.B. (P: 27)  
 

 

 

 
Vocabulary 

 
 

A) - Choose the correct word from a, b, c and d: 
 

1. He didn’t really lose his wallet – that’s just a / an ………………………... 
a) destination                       b) route                          c) corridor                       d) trick  
 

2. He told me a few good ………………………..for controlling the class. 
a) tricks                               b) librarians                   c) pots                               d) envelopes 
 

3. She played a really nasty …………………. on me - she put salt in my shampoo bottle!  
a) seed                                  b) trick                           c) pot                                d) route  
 

*************************************************** *********************** 
 

Unit 4                                                       Lesson: 6                                               S.B. (P: 28)  
 

 

Vocabulary 
 

 

A) - Choose the correct word from a, b, c and d: 
 

1. Keep the …………………… on the pan until the liquid comes to the boil. 
a) seed                             b) lid                                 c) destination                         d) trick  
 

2. Make sure that any gaps around the edge of the bathtub are ……………………….. 
a) sealed                         b) sprinkled                      c) folded                                 d) posted  
 

3. She was sitting on the grass ……………………lemonade through a straw. 
a) folding                       b) sucking                         c) sealing                                d) reciting  
 

4. Omar spent two nights under ……………………. in hospital. 
a) destination                b) liberation                      c) soil                                d) observation 
 
 

B) – Fill in the spaces with words from the list: 
 

(sucking – route – observation   – sealing – lid ) 
 

1. The expiry date is shown on the medicine bottle ………………………………….  
 

2. Most information was collected by direct ………………………… of the animals' behaviour. 
 

3. Make sure you've signed the cheque before ……………………….the envelope. 
 

4. She was noisily ……………….………up milk through a straw. 

Word Meaning 

trick (n.)  

Word Meaning  Word Meaning 

lid  (n.)  suck (v.)  

seal (v.)  observation (n.)  
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Reading Comprehension 
Read the following passage and then do the tasks below: 
 

 
A) – Choose the correct answer from a, b, c and d: 
 

1. The best title of this passage could be …………………………….. 
a) Sea Animals 
b) The Hard Shell 
c) My Trip to the Zoo 
d) All about Turtles 
 
2. The underlined word "anxious"  in the 3rd paragraph means………………………… 
a) happy 
b) hungry 
c) worried 
d) cheerful 
 
3. The underlined pronoun "They"  in the 3rd paragraph refers to………………..……… 
a) heads 
b) bodies 
c) turtles 
d) shells  
 
4. According to the passage, turtles can: ………………………… 
a) eat only one type of food. 
b) run from dangerous animals 
c) live for up to 150 years. 
d) hide inside their shells to eat. 
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5. According to the passage, all of the following statements are NOT TRUE  except…………  
a) Turtles can live in both land and sea. 
b) The hard shell helps turtles to move fast. 
c) The turtle's body temperature is always cold. 
d) The smallest turtle is the leatherback sea turtle.  
 
6. The writer's purpose of writing this passage is to………………………………. 
a) explain the life of sea animals 
b) entertain us with a funny story 
c) give us information about turtles 
d) show us how to take care of turtles  
 
B) – Answer the following questions: 
 

7. What are the two types of turtles? 
 

…………………………………………………………………………………………..……………………… 
 

8. Why do turtles have hard shells? 
 

…………………………………………………………………………………………..……………………… 
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Writing 
 

Plan and write an article of (8 sentences) about The Science Lab explaining what we should 
do in the science lab and what we shouldn't do there.  
 

You can use the following guide words: 
 

(wear / coat / clean / goggles / careful / work alone / tricks / play) 

 

Plan your topic here 
 

 
 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
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Unit: 5 – Free Time 
 

Unit 5                                                       Lesson: 1                                                S.B. (P: 29)  
 

Vocabulary 
 

A) - Choose the correct word from a, b, c and d: 
 

1. Please call this number if you ………………………. any further information. 
a) supply                        b) seal                           c) sprinkle                       d) require 
 

2. Don't plug in an electrical ………………. with wet hands - you could get an electric shock. 
a) appliance                  b) lid                             c) corridor                       d) pot  
 

3. You should practise speaking the language at every ………………………. opportunity. 
a) regular                      b) available                  c) original                        d) lively 
 

4. The well stopped ………………………. water for the village many years ago. 
a) folding                       b) sealing                     c) supplying                     d) requiring  
 

5. Most women don't like to spend hours cooking over a hot…………………….. 
a) corridor                     b) destination              c) stove                            d) envelope 
 
B) – Fill in the spaces with words from the list: 
 

(available – appliances – supplied – stove – requires)  
 
1. This game ……………..…………total concentration. Try not to distract! 
 

2. Are all of the kitchen …………………….……included in the price of the house? 
 

3. Look after the milk on the ………………………… . Don't let it bubble.  
 

4. An old man ……………..………….the police with the names of those involved in the crime. 
 

5. Tickets are currently …………………………. at reduced prices from the festival office. 
 
*************************************************** *********************** 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Word Meaning  Word Meaning 

require (v.)  supply (v.)  

appliance (n.)  stove (n.)  

available (adj.)    
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Unit 5                                                       Lesson 2                                                 S.B. (P: 30)  
 

 

 
 

Vocabulary 
 

A) - Choose the correct word from a, b, c and d: 
 

1. Bab Al-Hara  will be watched by 20 million people around the ……………………. 
a) stove                         b) pot                         c) globe                             d) lid 
 

2. A broken old ……………………… stood in the corner of the schoolroom.  
a) globe                        b) seed                       c) destination                     d) route  
 

*************************************************** *********************** 

Grammar  
There is / There are  

 

 

▪ ) ュギガわジルThere is  :ネケゅツヨャや ヶプ "ギィヲΑ" ヴレバヨよ キゲヘヨャや ノョ ) 
➢ There is a car in front of our house. 

 

▪ ュギガわジル )There are  :ネケゅツヨャや ヶプ "ギィヲΑ" ヴレバヨよ ノヨイャや ノョ ) 
➢ There are three cups of coffee on the table. 

 
▪ ) ュギガわジルThere was  ノョ ) :ヶッゅヨャや ヶプ "ギィヲΑ ラゅミ" ヴレバヨよ キゲヘヨャや 

➢ There was a sandstorm last night. 
 

▪ ) ュギガわジルThere were  :ヶッゅヨャや ヶプ "ギィヲΑ ラゅミ" ヴレバヨよ キゲヘヨャや ノョ ) 
➢ Yesterday, there were many guests here. 

 
 

Fill in the spaces with (There is / There are / There was / There were): 
 

1. …………..………………. a tree in our garden.  
  

2. …………..………………. many posters in our class. 
 

3. …………..………………. cows in the field two years ago.  
 

4. …………..………………. big ships in the harbor today. 
 

5. …………..………………. students in class. 
 

6. …………..………………. a boy in my class who can walk on his hands. 
 

7. …………..………………. good teachers in our school in the past.  
 

8. …………..………………. a cat sitting on the bench. 
 

9. …………..………………. some people in this street 3 days ago. 
 

10. …………..………………. a cat near the school yesterday 

Word Meaning 

globe (n.)  
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Unit 5                                                       Lesson 3                                                 S.B. (P: 31)  
 

 

 
 

 
Vocabulary 

 

A) - Choose the correct word from a, b, c and d: 
 

1. During our safari, we took a/an ………… to ensure we were walking in the right direction. 
a) stove                      b) insect repellent                      c) compass                 d) globe  
 

2. Some farmers coat their plants with a/an………………….to keep insects away.  
a) stove                      b) insect repellent                      c) compass                 d) globe  
 

*************************************************** *********************** 

Grammar  
Countable & Uncountable Nouns 

 

 
 

 
 

Word Meaning 

compass (n.)  

insect repellent (n.)  
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Choose the correct answers from a, b, c and d: 
 

1.  I usually have ………………… cup of tea after breakfast. 
a) some                           b) any                                c) a                              d) an  
 

2.  I'd like to have ………………… rice, please.  
a) some                           b) any                                c) a                              d) an  
 

3.  Fahad hasn't got ………………… brothers. 
a) some                           b) any                                c) a                              d) an  
 

4.  I usually visit my grandma 3 times ………………… week. 
a) some                           b) any                                c) a                              d) an  
 

5.  Have you got ………………… books? 
a) some                           b) any                                c) a                              d) an  
 

6.  Ali had ………………… accident yesterday. 
a) some                           b) any                                c) a                              d) an  
 

7. There aren’t…………………  eggs in the cake. 
a) some                           b) any                                c) a                              d) an  
 

8. She always throws …………………  coins into the beggar’s hat. 
a) some                           b) any                                c) a                              d) an  
 

9. This is …………………  interesting newspaper. 
a) some                           b) any                                c) a                              d) an  
 

10. Have you got …………………  chair for me? 
a) some                           b) any                                c) a                              d) an  
 

11. Mrs. Green is having …………………  coffee with milk. 
a) some                           b) any                                c) a                              d) an  
 

12. We’ve got …………………  Spanish students in our class. 
a) some                           b) any                                c) a                              d) an  
 

13. There isn't……………………cheese in the fridge.  
a) some                           b) any                                c) a                              d) an  
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Unit 5                                                       Lesson 4                                                 S.B. (P: 32)  
 

 

 
 

 

Vocabulary 
 

A) - Choose the correct word from a, b, c and d: 
 

1. Sometimes, drinking a lot of water can make you feel ………………………... 
a) available                    b) original                       c) regular                   d) thirsty 
 

2. The front passengers were lucky to ……………………… the accident. 
a) survive                      b) require                       c) supply                     d) seal  
 

3. There's only a fifty-fifty chance that she'll ……………………… the operation. 
a) survive                      b) require                       c) supply                     d) seal  
 

4. On these hot days, animals can be………………… . So, make sure they have enough water.  
a) available                    b) original                       c) regular                   d) thirsty 
 

*************************************************** *********************** 
Unit 5                                                      Lesson 5                                              S.B. (P: 33+3)  
 

Vocabulary 
 

A) - Choose the correct word from a, b, c and d: 
 

1. His behavior has ……………………..changed for the better since he started this new job. 
a) personally                    b) initially                        c) definitely                     d) officially  
 

2. This poem …………………..the poet's love of nature and his religious beliefs. 
a) reflects                         b) attracts                        c) survives                       d) supplies  
 

3. Having an extra bathroom was at first a ………………..……. , but after we had children it 
became a necessity. 
a) sweater                         b) civilization                  c) luxury                          d) theater  
 

4. The new hospital will be ……………………. opened by the mayor on Tuesday. 
a) quite                            b) initially                         c) definitely                     d) officially  
 

Word Meaning 

thirsty (adj.)  

survive (v.)  

Word Meaning  Word Meaning 

definitely (adv.)  iconic (adj.)  

officially (adv.)  civilization (n.)  

reflect (v.)  sweater (n.)  

luxury (n.)   attract (v.)  

theater (n.)      
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5. Shakespeare holds a/an…….…………..…….status in the British history. 
a) iconic                          b) thirsty                            c) available                       d) regular   
 

6. The book explores the relationship between religion and …….…………..…….. 
a) sweater                       b) civilization                    c) luxury                            d) theater  
 

7. What ………………………..me most to the job was the chance to travel. 
a) required                     b) survived                        c) supplied                          d) attracted 
 
B) – Fill in the spaces with words from the list: 
 

(reflected – iconic – luxury – civilization – attract – officially) 
 

1. I heard a radio program all about the Aztec ………………..……………in Central America. 
 

2. The Avenues stands as a/an ………………………..symbol development and civilization. 
 

3. The tennis championship will …………………………….a lot of tourists to the city. 
 

4. The royal engagement was announced ……………………….……..this morning. 
 

5. When the sun's rays hit the earth, a lot of the heat is ………….……………..back into space. 
 

6. While some people live in………….. , most are struggling to find enough money to live on. 
 
*************************************************** *********************** 

Grammar  
 

Question Tag  
 

❖ She is preparing dinner, isn't she? 
❖ He can run fast, can't he? 
❖ Nora wouldn't like to be a dentist, would she? 
❖ Ahmed won't buy a car, will he? 

 

 
o You speak English, don't you? 
o Mona lives in a big house, doesn't she? 
o Sami played tennis yesterday, didn't he? 
o They don't like fish, do they?  
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Choose the correct answers from a, b, c and d: 
 

1. They were here last night, ………………………… ? 
a) aren't they                    b) were they                c) weren't they                  d) they weren't  
 

2. Dana can speak 5 languages, ………………………. ? 
a) can't she                      b) she can't                   c) can Dana                      d) Dana can  
 

3. He couldn't answer the question, ………………………. ? 
a) couldn't he                  b) he couldn't               c) could he                        d) isn't he 
 

4. Sam lives in New Yourk, …………………… ? 
a) doesn't he                    b) isn't he                     c) he does                          d) does he 
 

5. Hamada isn’t an accountant, ……………………… ? 
a) is he                             b) he isn’t                     c) isn’t he                          d) he is 
  

6. Salma doesn't eat fish, ……………….……… ? 
a) does she                       b) doesn’t she              c) is she                             d) does Salma  
 

7. You stepped on my foot, ……………………… ? 
a) did you                       b) didn’t you                 c) don’t you                     d) you didn’t 
 

Add a question tag: 
 

1. She is from a small town in China, …………….……………… ?  
 

2. They aren’t on their way already, ……………………………… ? 
 

3. We are late again, ……………………..…… ? 
 

4. I helped you too much, ……………………..……… ? 
 

5. You shouldn't speak loudly, ……………..…………… ?  
 

6. A rooster can't lay an egg, ……………………………. ? 
 

7. She was reading, ……………………………………..…. ? 
 

8. They weren't studying, …………………..………….…. ? 
 

9. We haven't got enough money, ……………………….. ? 
 

10. They aren’t from Saudi Arabia, …………………….…….. ? 
 

11. You don't swim, ………………………………….. ? 
 

12. She doesn't speak French, …….………………….. ? 
 

13. He didn’t have a car, ……………………………. ? 
 

14. Mr. Johnston hasn't finished his painting, ……………………………. ? 
 

15. The hotel was quite good, ……………………………. ? 
 

16. You’re coming with us, ……………………………. ? 
 

17. You haven’t got a computer, ……………………………. ? 
 

18. Most people cannot go to Africa, ……………………………. ? 
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Choose the correct answer from a, b, c and d: 
 

1. I was late for class this morning……………………..the bus was late. 
a) also                              b) because                            c) so                           d) but  
 

2. My classmate studies very hard, …………………..she always gets high grades. 
a) also                              b) because                            c) so                           d) but  
 

3. I need a new TV set……………………..the one that I have is so old. 
a) also                              b) because                            c) so                           d) but  
 

4. It was freezing this morning, ……………………. I wore my scarf and vest. 
a) also                              b) because                            c) so                           d) but  
 

5. Carol studied hard for the maths test, …………………….she couldn't get a good mark. 
a) also                              b) because                            c) so                           d) but  
 

6. She's a very good teacher. She…………………….writes poetry. 
a) also                              b) because                            c) so                           d) but  
 

Join the following: 
 

1. Sweden is a cold country. People wear warm clothes in winter. 
 

……………………………………….…………………………………………………………………………. 
 

2. I’m afraid of bees. They might sting me. 
 

……………………………………….…………………………………………………………………………. 
 

3. Linda went to the supermarket. She forgot to buy apples. 
 

……………………………………….…………………………………………………………………………. 
 

4. Marco speaks Italian. Peter speaks Italian. 
 

……………………………………….…………………………………………………………………………. 
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Reading Comprehension 
 

Read the following passage and then do the tasks below: 
 

           Birds are a special group of animals, known for having feathers and wings. There are 
around 10,000 different kinds of birds worldwide. Ostriches are the largest birds and they also 
lay the largest eggs and have the fastest maximum running speed of 97 km/h. The most 
commonly eaten egg is a chicken’s egg.   
 

          Some birds can fly high in the sky because they have light bones. Birds fly through the 
air by flapping their wings up and down. Hummingbirds can fly backwards. They are the only 
birds that can do so. These birds can also fly upside down when they want to run away from 
dangerous birds. Other birds, like the kiwi bird, cannot fly because its wings are too small. 
Another reason why some birds can’t fly is because their bones are too heavy. 
 

         Birds are also known for being very smart. Some birds can sing at any time of the day. 
But most of them do their singing in the early morning as if they were chatting with one 
another. Other birds like parrots and parakeets can remember and repeat a lot of new words 
and repeat them clearly. They are known for being excellent pets! 
 

A) - Choose the correct answer from a, b, c and d: 
 

1. The main idea of the 3rd paragraph is: …………………………………… 
a. Smart birds     
b. Types of parrots and parakeets      
c. Silent birds      
d. Different types of pets  
  

2. The meaning of the underlined word "flapping" in the 2nd paragraph is: …………………. 
a. laying        
b. eating 
c. talking      
d. waving 
  

3. The underlined pronoun "they"  in the 1st paragraph refers to: …………………………. 
a. kinds 
b. Ostriches 
c. feathers 
d. wings 
 

4. The opposite of the underlined word "remember"  in the 3rd paragraph is ………………….. 
a. lay 
b. run away 
c. forget  
d. repeat  
 

5. Why can’t some birds fly?                                
a. Because their bones are too heavy. 
b. Because their wings are too big. 
c. Because their bones are light. 
d. Because they lay large eggs. 
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6. The kiwi bird can’t fly because:         
a. it lays the largest eggs. 
b. its wings are too small. 
c. it eats its eggs. 
d. it has feathers and wings. 
 
7. The writer's purpose of writing this passage is to: ……………………………….     
a. tell us about different types of birds.   
b. explain why some birds are fast. 
c. list the songs birds can sing. 
d. describe the different eggs of birds. 
 
 

B) - With reference to the passage, answer the following questions: 
 

8. How many kinds of birds are there worldwide? 
 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 

……………………………………………………………………….………………………………………... 
 

9. Why do parrots and parakeets make excellent pets? 
 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 

……………………………………………………………………….………………………………………... 
 
*************************************************** *********************** 
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Writing 
 

Plan and write an article of (8 sentences) about Camping explaining what equipment you 
should take and what activities you can do there.   
 

You can use the following guide words: 
 

(experience – food and water – sun cream – a tent – a stove – fly a kite – ride – fire)  

 

Plan your topic here 
 

 
 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
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Unit: 6 – Celebrations and Food  
 

Unit 6                                                       Lesson: 1                                                S.B. (P: 35)  
 

Vocabulary 
 

A) - Choose the correct word from a, b, c and d: 
 

1. Dana's eyes are red and puffy because she was ………………………onions.  
a) stirring                      b) chopping                       c) pouring                      d) greasing  
 

2. Nowadays, much of what we eat contains artificial……………………….. 
a) ingredients               b) slices                              c) sweaters                      d) theaters  
 

3. Lift that desk …………………… , please. We don’t want to break it. 
a) definitely                  b) officially                         c) altogether                  d) gently  
 

4. Slowly add the flour, …………………….. until completely blended. 
a) stirring                     b) chopping                        c) pouring                      d) greasing  
 

5. ……………….….. the honey into the bowl and mix it thoroughly with the other ingredients. 
a) Chop                        b) Stir                                  c) Pour                           d) Seal  
 

6. She took a/an ………………..…….of chocolate cake and covered it in cream. 
a) ingredient                b) slice                                 c) observation                d) lid  
 

7. Chefs recommend that we should ……….............…..the baking dish before making a cake. 
a) grease                      b) stir                                   c) pour                            d) chop  
  
 
B) – Fill in the spaces with words from the list: 
 

(ingredient – poured – grease – chop – gently – stir) 
 
1. Remove the pan from the microwave and continue to ……………….……..the sauce. 
 

2. The milk overflowed when I ……………………. it into the jug. 
 

3. He lifted the nest …………………… and put it in a safe place on the tree. 
 

4. Avocado is the main …………………..………… of the Mexican dish. 
 

5. Adam went outside to ……………………… some more wood for the fire. 
 

Word Meaning  Word Meaning 

pour (v.)  slice (n.)  

chop (v.)  gently (adv.)  

stir (v.)   grease (v.)   

ingredient (n.)      
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Grammar  
Pronouns 
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Choose the correct answers from a, b, c and d: 
 

1. My friend and I have money. (Our – We – Us) can go shopping. 
 

2. Robert and Mark are late. (They – Them – Their)  should hurry. 
 

3. She gave (I – my – me) a birthday gift. I really like it. 
 

4. My brother is studying because (she – they – he) has a test tomorrow. 
 

5. My new neighbors are very friendly. I really like (them – they – theirs). 
 

6. I'm busy right now. Could you please call (my – me – I)  after an hour? 
 

7. We gave him the money, and he gave (us – we – our) the candy.  
 

8. Who is she? Do you know (she – hers – her) name? 
 

9. She doesn't want to tell (him – he – his) the truth. 
 

10. They always say "hello" to (me – my – I) when I see (they – their – them). 
 

11.  Paul gives (we – us – our) lots of strawberries when we visit (him – he – his). 
 

12. We sometimes send (they – theirs – them) a postcard. 
 

13. Dana sat next to (my – I – me) on the bus yesterday.  
 

14. Charles, Pat, and (mine – I – me) will review the materials. 
 

15. I spoke to (him – his – he) regarding the contract. 
 

16. They showed us all (they – their – ours) holiday photos last night. 
 

17. I’m sorry but these seats are (my – their – ours). 
 

18. Do you want (my – I – me) to turn this off? 
 

19. I saw your sister’s paintings yesterday. (She – They – Its) were very good. 
 

20. Let (he – my – him) help you with that. 
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Unit 6                                                       Lesson: 2                                               S.B. (P: 36)  
 

 

 
 
 

Vocabulary 
 

A) - Choose the correct word from a, b, c and d: 
 

1. I could feel my shirt ……………………to my back because of the humid weather. 
a) greasing                        b) chopping                      c) sticking                        d) pouring  
 

2. My book got wet and all the pages …………………………..together. 
a) stuck                             b) greased                         c) reflected                       d) survived 
 

3. No one in the party could eat the cakes; they were……………………… 
a) iconic                            b) thirsty                          c) available                       d) tasteless 
 

*************************************************** *********************** 

Grammar  
 

 
 

 

Word Meaning 

tasteless (adj.)  
stick / stuck (v.)  
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Choose the correct answer from a, b, c and d: 
 

1. He will be depressed if  he ………………………..the exam. 
a) failed                           b) fails                            c) will fail                          d) failing 
 

2. If  you are free tonight, we ……………………out for a drink or to the cinema.  
a) would go                    b) go                                c) went                              d) will go  
 

3. If  global warming continues, temperatures ……………………even higher. 
a) will rise                      b) rose                            c) would rise                      d) are rising  
 

4. What would you do if  you…………………….a million dollars? 
a) win                             b) will win                      c) won                                d) would win 
 

5. If  I spoke English fluently, I ………………………. to take lessons.   
a) don’t need                 b) wouldn't need            c) won't need                   d) didn't need  
 

6. What will John do if  he ……………………… the job? 
a) gets                           b) will get                        c) got                                d) would get  
 
7. She would be terribly upset if  I …………………………her ring. 
a) lose                          b) lost                               c) will lose                        d) losing  
 

8. If  it rains this afternoon, we ………………….….. at home.  
a) will stay                  b) stayed                          c) would stay                     d) are staying  
 

9. If  he posted the letter now, they……………………it by Tuesday. 
a) will receive             b) received                      c) receives                          d) would receive  
 

10. We will go swimming tomorrow if  it………………………… 
a) didn't rain             b) doesn't rain                 c) isn't rain                       d) won't rain  
 

in brackets:verbs Correct the  
 

1. If Sami ………………………….………. (study) hard, he will get high marks.  
 

2. If I have money, I …………………………..………… (buy) an iPhone 14.   
 

3. If I were you, I ……………………………..…… (tell) my Dad the truth.  
 

4. If Dana……………………………… (know) English, she would travel to the USA. 
 

5. If I ……………………………. (study), I would pass the test.   
 

6. If I……………………….………. (get up) earlier, I would catch the train.  
 

7. If Ali …………………………………… (eat) healthy food, he will feel better. 
 

8. If Dana …………………………..…….. (sleep) early, she will feel good.  
 

9. If we lived in Rome, I …………………..……………. (enjoy) Italian food.  
 

10. If I …………………………. (see) Khalid, I would invite him to the party. 
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11. If dad ………………….……. (eat) too much, he will get a stomachache again.  
 

12. Mike would win the ace if he ………………….…….  (run)  more quickly. 
 

13. If he………………………. (live) in England, he would speak English better. 
 

14. If he leaves his bike outside, someone …………………………….. (steal) it. 
 

15. If the weather……………………… (stay) like this, the clothes will be dry in a few hours. 
 

16. I would be angry if he ……………………… (make) more mistakes.  
 

17. You 'll get a cold if you …………………..…………… (not change) your wet clothes. 
 

18. If people didn't have TV's, they…………………….………. (read) more books. 
 

*************************************************** *********************** 
Unit 6                                                       Lesson: 3                                               S.B. (P: 37)  
 

 
 
 
 

Vocabulary 
 

A) - Choose the correct word from a, b, c and d: 
 

1. Try to enjoy the delicious …………………… made by our award-winning chef. 
a) ingredient                      b) slice                       c) cuisine                         d) sweater  
 

2. Some people prefer a/an ………………………diet, while others prefer a meat-based diet. 
a) iconic                             b) thirsty                   c) lively                            d) vegetarian 
 

*************************************************** *********************** 
Unit 6                                                       Lesson: 4                                              S.B. (P: 38)  
 

 
 
 
 

Vocabulary 
 

A) - Choose the correct word from a, b, c and d: 
 

1. He wondered if the girl behind the ……………………..recognised him. 
a) counter                      b) questionnaire                         c) cuisine                 d) slice  
 

2. All staff were asked to fill in a/an……………………….about their jobs. 
a) counter                      b) questionnaire                         c) cuisine                 d) slice 
 

3. Local companies were asked to complete a/an……………………….about their exports. 
a) counter                      b) questionnaire                         c) cuisine                 d) slice 
  

Word Meaning 

cuisine (n.)  
vegetarian (adj.)  

Word Meaning 

counter (n.)  
questionnaire (n.)  
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Grammar  

 
  

Supply with (How much) or (How many):  
 

1. …………………………..time do we have to finish the test? 
 

2. …………………………..days are there in January? 
 

3. …………………………..money did you spend? 
 

4. …………………………..sugar would you like in your coffee? 
 

5. …………………………..pieces of chocolate would you like? 
 

6. ………………………….. is that painting? 
 

7. …………………………..does it cost? 
 

8. …………………………..countries are there in the world? 
 
 
Do as shown in brackets: 
 

1. Omar bought three chargers for his phone.                                                 (Ask a question) 
 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 
 

2. There are twenty students in my class.                                                        (Ask a question) 
 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 
 

3. This laptop is 200 KD.                                                                                 (Ask a question) 
 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 
 

4. A human being should drink a lot of water every day.                                (Ask a question) 
  

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 
 

5. Salma adds little sugar to her tea.                                                                (Ask a question) 
 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 
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Unit 6                                                       Lesson:5                                           S.B. (P: 39+40)  
 

Vocabulary 
 

A) - Choose the correct word from a, b, c and d: 
 

1. A bitter …………………..erupted between the brothers over who should inherit the money. 
a) costume                       b) occasion                     c) argument                     d) cuisine  
 

2. Mexico gained its …………………………from Spain in 1821. 
a) independence              b) counter                      c) ingredient                    d) cuisine 
 

3. I have a suit but I only wear it on special……………………. 
a) slices                            b) cuisines                      c) counters                       d) occasions   
 

4. On 25th February, official buildings are …………………..…… decorated with flags.  
a) magnificently              b) initially                     c) personally                    d) probably 
    

5. Eid Al Fitr is a/an………………………..festival of happiness and joy. 
a) available                     b) numerous                   c) local                             d) equestrian  
 

6. On 25th of February, students dress in the national……………………… 
a) costume                       b) occasion                     c) argument                     d) cuisine  
 
 
B) – Fill in the spaces with words from the list: 
 

(magnificently – Independence – religious – occasion – costume – arguments) 
 

1. There have been a lot of …………..……………..about who was responsible for the accident. 
 

2. Malaysia celebrates its ……………..……………….Day on 31st of August. 
 

3. At the wedding, he sang a song specially written for the …………………………….. 
 

4. The entry hall is ……………………..…….decorated with marble sculptures. 
 

5. Singers performing Mozart's operas often wear historical………………..……….. 
 
*************************************************** *********************** 
 
  

 

 

Word Meaning  Word Meaning 

religious (adj.)  magnificently (adv.)  

argument (n.)  costume (n.)  

independence (n.)   occasion (n.)   
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Reading Comprehension 
 

Read the following passage and then do the tasks below: 
 
     

 

A) – Choose the correct answer from a, b, c and d: 
 

1. The best title for this passage could be: ………………………. 
a) Reed College 
b) Steve Jobs; The Founder of Apple 
c) Mac Computer 
d) Videogame Designer  
 
2. The underlined word "quit"  in the 2nd paragraph means: ………………………… 
a) leave 
b) marry 
c) like  
d) discover 
 
3. The underlined pronoun "There"  in the 2nd paragraph refers to: ………………………… 
a) Portland 
b) India 
c) university 
d) high school 
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4. Steve Jobs didn't complete his studies in college because: …………………………. 
a) he was a very good student. 
b) he didn't know what to do in life. 
c) he was too old to be a university student. 
d) he owned a very big and famous company.  
 
5. All of the following statements are TRUE except: ………………………… 
a) Jobs created his own company when he was 17 years old. 
b) While Jobs was in India, he met one of his friends there. 
c) Jobs's company made products like phones and computers. 
d) It wasn’t easy for Steve Jobs to quit university. 
 
6. The writer's purpose of writing this passage is to: ………………………..  
a) tell how phones and computers are important devices for people.  
b) compare between two countries; the USA and India. 
c) give information about the life of a famous American businessman. 
d) talk about some of the common hobbies children like to do in the USA. 
 
 
B) – Answer the following questions: 
 

7. What was Jobs's special hobby when he was a young boy? 
 

…………………………………………………………………………………………….……………………. 
 

8. How old was Steve when he died? 
 

…………………………………………………………………………………………….……………………. 
 
*************************************************** *********************** 
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Writing 
 

Plan and write an article of (8 sentences) about Eid Al Fitr  discussing what Eid Al Fitr is 
and what Muslims do on this occasion.    
 

You can use the following guide words: 
 

(celebrate – Ramadan – religious – three days – wear – receive – forgiveness – visit) 

 

Plan your topic here 

 
 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 


